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Karma. Nothing can happen to a man that is not in his
karma as an individual, but a man can still enjoy or suffer
through family or national ties in a way not inherent in
his life-karma, and so receive or pay karmic debts, before
they are due, as we may say. The rise and fall of nations,
seismic changes like earthquakes, volcanoes and floods, or
national catastrophes like plague and famine, are all
cases of collective karma.
Each person has made a large and varied collection
of evil karma in the course of ages, and so advantage is
sometimes taken of a catastrophe or a collective accident,
like a shipwreck, to enable a man to work off a portion
of the evil karma—Sanchita karma—not normally due in
the life in which it occurs, to pay a karmic debt, as it
were, before it is due. Such an opportunity, offered by
an accident, would be generally taken by the choice of the
ego, especially if he happened to be an advanced ego,
over whom some unpaid debt of sudden death had been
hanging for several lives as a kind of shackle or fetter,
preventing his going on and hindering his progress.
Still, unless he owed such a death to the Law, or, with
such a debt, was advanced enough to take advantage of
that opportunity, he could not die, but would furnish one
more instance of the miraculous escapes of which we so
frequently hear.
(3. As every man's actions invariably affect many
others around him, will he have to meet all those to settle
his karmic account ?
ahs. The effects in many cases are trivial, though in
some they may be of a serious character. Trivial effects,
good or bad, are merely small debits or credits in our
account with Nature, though greater effects of either kind,
especially when there is a distinct personal relationship of

